Simultaneous Catabolite Identification and Quantitation of Large Therapeutic Protein at the Intact Level by Immunoaffinity Capture Liquid Chromatography-High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry.
As therapeutic recombinant fusion proteins become more widely applicable for the treatment of various types of diseases, there is an increased demand for universal methods such as liquid chromatography (LC)-mass spectrometry (MS) for the determination of their pharmacokinetic properties, particularly their catabolism. The most common approach of analyzing proteins by LC-MS is to digest them into peptides, which can serve as surrogates of the protein. Alternatively, we have developed a novel high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) based approach for analyzing large-molecule proteins at the intact level in biological samples without digestion. We established an immunoaffinity capture LC-HRMS method to quantify the intact parent molecule while simultaneously identifying catabolites for recombinant fusion proteins. We describe this method using dulaglutide, a glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP1)-Fc fusion protein. Two proteolytic sites within the GLP1 peptide sequence of dulaglutide were identified using this novel LC-HRMS analysis in vivo in mice. These proteolytic sites were identified with the intact molecule being quantified simultaneously. Together with the trypsin digestion based LC-MS/MS analysis using surrogate peptides from different domains of the analyte, an insightful understanding of the pharmacokinetics and in vivo biotransformation of dulaglutide was obtained. Thus, this method enables simultaneous acquisition of both intact drug concentration and important catabolite information for this recombinant fusion protein, providing valuable insight into the integrity of the molecule and its catabolism in vivo. This is critical for designing and screening novel protein therapeutics and for understanding their pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. With continuing advancement of LC-HRMS and software, this method can be very beneficial in drug discovery and development.